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Earliz Enterprise, a new Lean and Social platform
dedicated to business project productivity
Based on the best of today's Lean project management practices,
Earliz Enterprise incorporates a full continuous improvement process
into a private and secure Enterprise Social Network.
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Earliz Enterprise is a SaaS social project management platform, joining the best of today's Lean
project management methods, such as Kanban, Scrum and Agile, with a private and secure
Enterprise Social Network. Earliz Enterprise helps increasing project productivity, facilitating task and
planning organization, while providing each team member with the communication tools needed to
optimize all daily exchanges. Earliz Enterprise fully adapts to current project management processes
and helps managers saving time and enhancing project reactivity while providing follow-up metrics
calculated using team activities, in order to monitor in real time project progress and commitments.
Designed to implement easily a continuous improvement process into business projects, from task
management to priority adjustments, Earliz Enterprise gathers in one place:


A full Enterprise Social Network, to share documents online, and to help team members to
communicate immediate issues with the entire project community: blog, forum, chat,
comments... Earliz Enterprise provides tools to easily conduct cross-companies projects with
clients or vendors, or to invite external stakeholders (clients, investors...) to monitor project
progress.



A SaaS application that fully adapts to all project management processes: using task lists,
iterating sprints with a Scrum/Agile approach, or defining milestones and deadlines.



Follow-up metrics automatically calculated online based on team daily activities. Thanks to
these dashboards, managers and teams can ensure that they meet their delay and quality
commitments, adjusting in real time the different aspects of their project:
o Progression charts, including an estimate of the project/milestone/sprint completion
date, depending on the observed team productivity,
o An analysis of the overall velocity for each project phase,
o A visualization of employee workload in the past 7 days, the current month or the
following month,
o An overview of work distribution over the last 7 days, the current month, the
previous month or by sprint/milestone.

Earliz Enterprise, is available in four languages and directly on www.earliz.com: 1 month-free trial, no
commitment or credit card required, then 3 € / month / user by 10 users-bundle.
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Information:
A media kit containing visuals for writing your article is available at the following address:
http://www.earliz.com/fr/corp/press.
Links to Earliz services and accounts:
 Web: http://www.earliz.com
 Twitter: https://twitter.com/earliz
 Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Earliz

Contact :
Ghislain Berthelet
Co-founder and Head of Customer Development
Mobile (+33) 6.30.13.62.71
Email : ghislain.berthelet@earliz.com
Olivier Hory
Co-founder and CTO
Mobile (+33) 6.72.24.34.19
Email : olivier.hory@earliz.com

Adresse :
EARLIZ
Social Project Management Plaftorm
4 rue Mortinat, 92600 Asnières sur Seine – France
www.earliz.com
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